FADING MANSION
(Adapted from David Basch's The Shakespeare Codes)
****

onnet 146 is unusual among the 154
poems of Shakespeare's Sonnets. It
is widely acknowledged to be one of two
with allegedly religious themes (the other
is Sonnet 55). Most uncharacteristic as a
subject from a supposedly secular poet, it
presents a strategy for attaining the afterlife. As we shall see, this is a strategy with
a very interesting pedigree that happens
to incorporate the teachings of two
Talmudic sages.
Of many controversies surrounding this
poem, questions have been raised about
what appears as its defective second line.
This line repeats the phrase, "my sinfull
earth," that had appeared in the first line.
Line 2 also happens to have an overlong,
six-foot, metrical scheme instead of the
usual five-feet. This has led many com-
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mentators to conclude that the line is
corrupt and have proposed as many as
seventy ways for its rewriting. Below is
the sonnet in its original 1609 spelling and
layout. (A facsimile of the original appears
on page 5.)
The sonnet compares the human body
to a "fading mansion" with ever-fading,
painted walls since attempts to maintain
its luster are always futile. A more permanent investment is urged that would "buy
termes divine in selling hours of dross."
That is, instead of ourdevoting precious
hours of life to vain, self-indulgent pursuits that bring transient and often ignoble
results, the sonnet urges restraint and
efforts better spent to nourish the inner
spirit. This is metaphorically expessed in
the sonnet in the guise of the excesses of

Sonnet 146
Oore soule the center of my sinfull earth,
My sinfull earth these rebbell powres that thee array,
Why dost thou pine within and suffer dearth
Painting thy outward walls so costlie gay?
Why so large cost hauing so short a lease,
_5
Dost thou vpon thy fading mansion spend?
Shall wormes inheritors of this excesse
Eate vp thy charge? is this thy bodies end?
Then soule liue thou vpon thy seruants losse,
And let that pine to aggrauat thy store;
_10
Buy tearmes diuine in selling houres of drosse:
l3
Within

P

Within be fed, without be rich no more,
So shalt thou feed on death,that feeds on men,
And death once dead,ther’s no more dying then.
Rev. 3/30/08; 2.22.16 - 146las4M
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human appetite that lead to the corruption,
bloated flesh. The poet asserts how much
better it would be if these misspent efforts
were diverted to serve a higher purpose,
namely, to increase ("aggravat") the
worthy "store" of our everlasting spirit.
This strategy is summarized in the
sonnet's striking last two lines in which
variations of the word "death" are repeated four times. These lines tell that by
withholding from death its sustenance
— our corrupted, bloated flesh — death
is starved and its power annulled, bringing
about the death of death, a condition in
which then "there is no more dying."
Thus, the nourishing of the inner spirit,
achieved through diverting from death the
excesses upon which it feeds, vanquishes
death as the nourished soul is ripened for
its eternal, heavenly abode.
Though not exclusive to Judaism, the
theme of "the death of death" is prominent in Jewish thought. It is familiar in
the Passover song, Chad Gad'ya ("One
Only Kid"), in which the Angel of Death
is destroyed by G-d. This "death of
death" brings a new era in which the "One
Only Kid," which represents Israel, is
restored forever. What is interesting is that
Shakespeare's version treats this theme in
a manner that alludes to the words of the
great Talmudic sage, Hillel, in Pirke
Avoth 2.8: "[Hillel] used to say, The
more flesh, the more worms;... the more
Torah, the more life;... he who has acquired
for himself words of Torah, has acquired for
himself life in the world to come."
It is apparent that both Shakespeare and
Hillel are discussing similar paths to attain
the "world to come." Hillel asserts that
this is gained through the spiritual nourishment provided by rigorous devotion to
the study and practice of the Torah with
its moral precepts. This method of feed-

ing the inner spirit is the very same that
Shakespeare prescribes in his poem.
Moreover, the poet's words suggest that
he shares the particulars of Hillel's path
since he conspicuously alludes to the
sage's pithy words about "worms" in
lines 6 and 7 of his sonnet:
Shall wormes inheritors of this excesse
Eate vp thy charge?
That the poet may have specifically had
Hillel's teaching in mind is affirmed by
devices in the sonnet that can be read as
transliterating the sage's name. This is
revealed as we learn about some of the
methods the poet used in doing so, taken
from practises in written Hebrew.
Words in Hebrew are written mostly as
consonants, with linking vowels unwritten
but understood through context — like
writing BKR for BaKeR. In writing the
name Hillel in Hebrew, only three consonants are needed — letters corresponding
to the letters h-l-l—with vowels assumed
(h[i]l[e]l) as occurs in written Hebrew. In
this way, the poet can be seen to have
embedded transliterations of Hillel's name
in his sonnet by arranging letters to spell it
in various alignments, with vowels assumed when absent. Five such transliterations show up in the text in combinations
of horizontal and vertical sequences of
letters as "hi-l[e]l," "hi-l[e]l," "h-il el," and
"h[i]-le l," the latter twice. These are found,
respectively, on lines 3 to 4, 8 to 9 (written
right to left), and two more read from
lines 8 and 10. These versions are shown
on the next page extracted from the text
but in their original layout.
The sonnet is notable in that it also
honors the teaching of a second Talmudic
sage, ben-Zoma — literally, the son of
Zoma. Quoting Proverbs 16:32, benZoma declares in Pirke Avoth 1.14:
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"Who is mighty! He who subdues his
passions, as it is said, 'he that is slow to
anger is better than the mighty, and he
that ruleth over his spirit than he that
taketh a city.'"
This teaching on the virtue of controlling passion is reflected in the sonnet's call
for the restraint on appetite, which, as
seen, is a requisite for nourishing the inner
spirit. Significantly, we find this sage's
name transliterated in the sonnet text as
somah in various ways using the letter "s" to
sound its "z" — a rare letter in the Sonnets.
Three versions run interlaced, two down and
one up between lines 5 to 7, reading down as
"so-'m[a]-h" and "so-'ma-h" and up as
"s[o]-'ma-h." A fourth on lines 1 to 3
begins on line 2, reading "s-o-M[a]-h."
These devices can be viewed in the
exhibit above and on page 1. Observe
how the transliterations are interlaced on
lines 5 to 7 as "so-m-h" and "s-ma-h"
share a common letter "m."
Also, for completion, the poet twice
embeds "ben" of ben-Zomah, using
letters of the word "rebbell" on line 2 to

join with the two letter "n"s located
below and adjacent on line 3 — letter
sequences running left and right.
Added to these, Shakespeare provided
a parallel system for commemorating the
names of the sages mentioned. This
consists of the use of the Equal Letter
Skip device (ELS). This is a type of
device found occurring in the
Pentateuch, although commentators
have vigorously disputed whether in the
Bible these are anything other than accidental appearances. However, ELS
devices have been found in striking
manner in some of the Sonnets.
In the use of the ELS device, a name
or telltale word is spelled out in a text
through equally spaced letters. With
short, three-letter sequences, such as the
names Hillel (HLL) and Zomah (SMH,
SME, SMA), it is not surprising that
numerous appearances of these will
occur accidentally at various equal letter
skips. Here it occurs 16 times with the
letters HLL and a total of about 32 times
with the various transliterated letter
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forms of Zoma. While this may seem
impressive, its significance is arguable
since even numerous instances of short
letter sequences sit comfortably within the
laws of chance, hence are not to be taken as
telltale.
On the other hand, longer ELS strings
can be telltale, especially when repeated.
For example, a four-letter ELS sequence
yields "h-l-y-l" ("h[i]-l-y-l") at a leftward
7-letter skip that begins with the "h" of
"these" on line 2; also, a 6-letter ELS
sequence occurs at a leftward 57 skip,
spelling "h-l-l-y-i-l," ("h[i]-l-'l-y-i-l")
starting from "thou" on line 13. The recurrences of Hillel are noteworthy.
The latter sequences become doubly
significant since there is also a five letter
ELS version of Zoma's name transliterated as "x-m-m-o-h"
("x[o]-m-m-o-h"). This shows up at
a leftward skip of 15 beginning in the
word "excesse" on line 7. Note the doubling of its second letter m-m (as occurs
in "h-l-l-y-i-l"), a recurrent pattern of
doubling. Doubling has been found
characteristic of this sonnet, as in the
double appearance of the words, "My
sinfull earth." These devices along with
the combination of allusions to sages
and their teaching are striking evidences that these were deliberately
placed by the sonnet author.
Considering that this sonnet features a
religious theme, it does not seem afield
to take note of parallels between this
sonnet and the correspondingly numbered
Psalm 146. For example, both psalm and
sonnet in their first line contain the word
"soul." Also, the theme of body and soul
occurs in both, with the psalm in verse 4
referring to "man" who "returns to his
earth" when his "breath [ru'ach] leaves
him" — the Hebrew word "ru'ach" being
the same word for "spirit."

Also, the sonnet implies (and verse
146:5 explicitly states) that man's "hope is
in the Lord." Telltale, there are two crisscrossed transliterations of the Bible's four
letter name of God, each built from the
two words, "Why," on lines 3 and 5. Both
read "y[a]h'W-a-h," one beginning on
line 3 and running down to line 5 and the
other reading up from line 5 to 3. Another
running on lines 8 to 10 reads "yh-'u-h,"
which begins, reading left, with the letters
"yh" of "thy," continuing down to pick up
the letters "u" and "h." In this, the letter
"u" of "soule" is read as a "v." (In Elizabethan printing these letters are often
interchanged, as occurs in the sonnet in
the words "hauing" and "vp.")
Also, observe how the poet embeds his
own full name in this sonnet. Thus, his
surname is found beginning with the "sh"
of "short" on line 5, continuing diagonally
down to pick up an "a" and then the
letters, "excess" in the word "excesse,"
giving the reading "sh-a-exces" (pronounced as a single syllable, "shacs") —
shown on page 3, the letter sequence
continuing, ascending diagonally upward
from the letter "p" of line 6 (shown on
page 3) and then runs up through the
letters, "a," "a," and on to the letters
"ear" of "dearth" on line 4, the latter
sequence of letters reading"sp-a-a-ear."
Read continuously, the two strings together give "sh-a-excess-'p-a-a-ear."
What is more, above this device is a
representation of the poet's first name,
Will, beginning on line 2 with the
letter "w" of "powres" aligning with
the letters "ll" above of "sinfull,"
reading "w[i]-ll" (the " i" assumed in
the written Hebrew manner, in which
only consonants are written). Another
"w ll" occurs in a leftward reading of
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"Shall wormes" on line 7 and the persuasive repeated phonetic versions
read down on lines 10-11 from the
"u" of "agrauat" as "u- i ll" (letters
"u- i " sounded "w i " as in "quick")
and read up from letters "uil " of "liue"
(lines 9-7) as "uil-y-m." See also
transliterations of three well-known
Hebrew orisons presented in the
CODAs, pages 6-9.
Finally, consider the sonnet number
itself, 146, which in the Hebrew cipher
alphabet can be expressed as Hebrew
letters equivalent to the letters "SDY",

(6, 60 = Samach; 4, 40 = Dalet; 1, 10, 100 = Y),
which gives the word, "So'DY," "my
secret," appropriate as the essence of the
message of this sonnet. See these letters
embedded in the sonnet on page 1, reading
so-'d-e-y (lines 4-1), so-'dy (lines 13-14),
S-o'D-hy (lines 7-5)
Sonnet 146's many hidden devices
offer windows into hitherto unknown aspects of this religiously
themed poem and point the way to a
deeper understanding of this and
others of the Sonnets and of the
poet who wrote them.

For this and other articles, search topics, "David Basch,""Shakespeare Codes" and
“Hidden Shakespeare” or click on www.davidbasch.net
and www.davidbasch/codes.htm .
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CODA
Interestingly, further exploration of the sonnet reveals devices that transliterate full lines of two traditional Jewish prayers, circa the year 1200. Both prayer
lines are presented below in Hebrew and are each followed by their transliteration and translation.

The first, as commented upon in the Artscroll Prayer Book, page 28, expresses the
idea that "God is eternal and unchanging, unaffected by time or place." Translated,
the lines declare:
Thou art the One even before the world was created;
Thou art the One since the world was created;
Thou art the One in this world, and
Thou art the One in the world to come.
Below is the prayer in Hebrew fiollowed by its transliteration;

a'tah hu ad she'lo nevrah ha'o'lam; A'tah hu me'she'nev'rah ha'o'lam;
a'tah hu ba'o'lam ha'zeh; ve'a'tah hu la'o'lam ha'ba;
The second prayer is the last line of the popular hymn, "Eyn Kalokenu," and
commemorates the spice incense burnt in the temple to make the service pleasant. The
prayer appears below in Hebrew, followed by its transliteration and translation:

a'tah hu she'hik-tee'ru a'vo'seh'noo le'fo'ne'cha es ke'to'ret ha'sa'meem
Thou art the One before whom our fathers burnt the spice incense.
The transliterations can be used as a guide to confirming the poet's rendering of
them in the letters of Sonnet 146. See the copy of the sonnet on the next page, in which
the transliterated letters are shown color coded for ease of reading and also include
directional arrows that facilitate their reading and notations to identify the lines
on which they appear. (The veracity of the alignments can be verified in the
facsimile of the original sonnet on page 5.)
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146
Oore soule the center of my sinfull earth,
My sinfull earth these rebbell powres that thee array,
Why dost thou pine within and suffer dearth
Painting thy outward walls so costlie gay?
Why so large cost hauing so short a lease,
_5
Dost thou vpon thy fading mansion spend?
Shall wormes inheritors of this excesse
Eate vp thy charge? is this thy bodies end?
Then soule liue thou vpon thy seruants losse,
And let that pine to aggrauat thy store;
_10
Buy tearmes diuine in selling houres of drosse:
l3
Within
Within be fed, without be rich no more,
So shalt thou feed on death,that feeds on men,
And death once dead,ther’s no more dying then, _14

P

(ll 10-7)

(ll 5-6)

(ll 4-5)

(ll 6-5-10) (ll 5-4)

(ll 8-11)

A-T-a-h Wh-o a-d s-s[e]l-o* niu-raw* h[a]-'ou-'l-a-m;
at't[a]h hou m[e]-'sh[e]-'n-e-'b-e'r[a]-h h[a]-'ou-'l-a-m;
a-t[a]-h h-u v[e]-'ou-'l-a-m** h[a]-seh (ll 3-2) ;
u[e]-'A-'T-a-h ho-o le-'ou-'l-a-m h[a]-'b-a (ll 12-13 ).
(ll 8-11) ( ll 14-12-13)

(ll 9-8-11)

a-'t[a]h hou sh[e]-'h[i]c-'t-i'r[oo]-e a'u-o-'s-a-'n-o-o (ll 9-4)
l-e'f-hou-'n[e]'c-[a]e-h es c[e]-'t[o]'r[e]-t h[a]-'s-ha-'m-ee-m***(ll 13-14-12-14)
h[a]-'s[a]e-'m-y-e-h-m (ll 8-7-11)
l = line; ll = lines
* The letters "s-s" sound "sh" as in words like "mission" and the letter "u"
sounds "v" (as shown in the word "hauing"). The poet, for the sake of his devices,
exploits the Elizabethen convention of interchanging the letters "u" and "v."
** The Hebrew "b" is also a "v" and, shown as "v" in this device, is used as a "b."
Note that the string "ou-l-a-m" (ll 9-11) provides the core for 4 devices by taking on,
individually, each of the prefixes, "h" (for two instances), "v" [b] for another — all three of the
latter appearing on l 8 — and "le" (l 10).

*** All transliterations in this section are on lines 12-14, except for a'vo'se-'n-u (ll 9-4) and

c[e]'t[o]'r[e]t (ll 1-2-1) and as noted. Syllable "s-ha "(l 13-14) is read with the letter "h " silent.
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CODA 2
The theme of the sonnet stresses moral precepts concerning the control of
human passions as leading to life eternal. Hence it should not be surprising to
discover that a similar teaching of a third Talmudic sage, ben Hey Hey, is to be
discovered in the sonnet. In this, the entire pithy three word Aramaic dictum of
this sage found in Pirke Avoth 5.26, which reads, le'fum tsara, agra ("In accordance
with the effort is the reward") is twice (or more) embedded in the sonnet in transliteration.
This dictum asserts that, in heavenly terms, it is not the success of a worthy effort
that is the essential, but it is the fact that the effort was made. Thus, those who fail in
the effort to achieve a righteous goal are as deserving of heavenly reward as those
who tried did succeed.
Given the sonnet's common theme of ethical conduct, it is not surprising that a
teaching of this sort would also appear, only that the poet, astonishingly, was able to
include its embedment numerous times as well as its author's name in a sonnet already
so chock full of similar significant content. The poet had to meet the already
difficult standards of written poetry while simultaneously visualizing and keeping track of the many subtext configurations necessary to embed these transliterations. It is a phenomenal feat of integration, only possible for a poet of the
most extraordinary of abilities.
Below in Hebrew letters is the dictum by ben Hey Hey, followed by its transliteration and translation below. These transliterations are shown in the sonnet on the next
page, color coded for clarity and listed again below the sonnet with notations of where
on the lines of the sonnet they are to be seen.

Ben Hey Hey O'mer: lefum tzara agra .
(Ben Hey Hey says: In accordance with the effort is the reward.)
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146
Oore soule the center of my sinfull earth,
My sinfull earth these rebbell powres that thee array,
Why dost thou pine within and suffer dearth
Painting thy outward walls so costlie gay?
Why so large cost hauing so short a lease,
_5
Dost thou vpon thy fading mansion spend?
Shall wormes inheritors of this excesse
Eate vp thy charge?is this thy bodies end?
Then soule liue thou vpon thy seruants losse,
And let that pine to aggrauat thy store;
_10
Buy tearmes diuine in selling houres of drosse:
l3
Within
Within be fed, without be rich no more,
So shalt thou feed on death,that feeds on men,
And death once dead,ther’s no more dying then, _14

P

l = line; ll = lines
l[e]-'fu-o-o-am (ll 3-6) ts[a]-roh (ll 5-6-5)
lu'f-ho-o-e-v-m* (ll 2-7) ts-o'r-a (ll 8-6)
t-s[a]'r-a (ll 13-14-13)
ag-'r-o
(ll 4-2)
o-g'ra
(ll 9-8)
ag'gra
(l 10)
ag'gr-o-h (ll 10-8)
b-e-n (11 2-3)
h-e-y (ll 10-8) h-e-y (ll 8-7-8)
b-e-n (11 8-7-6) h-a-e (ll 8-7-8) h-a-E (ll 8-7-8)
h-a-e (ll 13-12) h-a-e (ll 13-14)
Notes:
Transliterations are phonetic and are given further confirmation by repetitions.
The "v" of lu'f-ho-o-e-v-m is read as "u" — a letter transposition not unusual in Elizabethan printing and which the poet uses to advantage in composing his devices.
See page 1, lines 7-8 and 11-8, for device of poet's name , s-h[a]c — s-p-e-ar .
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